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Abstract—During the quantum physical design process, the 
second process of the quantum circuit design flow, we can 
use some optimization methods after layout generation to 
make the metrics better. Following this idea, this paper 
proposes a polynomial time design heuristic method to 
improve the latency of quantum circuits. It is composed of 
five steps that merge gate locations and then exchanges 
them to improve the latency. Experimental results show that 
the proposed method decreases the average latency of 
quantum circuits by about 15.95% for the attempted 
benchmarks. 
 
Index Terms—Quantum physical design, Scheduling, 
Latency, Ion trap technology 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Silicon chips have become twice as fast every two 
years while the dimensions of the structures on them have 
become twice as small. The issue follows the laws of 
quantum mechanics on the atomic scale. Hence the 
behavior of computer circuits will have to be investigated 
based on quantum mechanical laws rather than classical 
physics    [1] if the scaling continues at this rate. Although 
these quantum effects are great barriers in the classical 
CMOS progress, they can be used to develop a radically 
different form of computation   [2]. 

Quantum computing helps us to solve certain problems 
thought to be intractable on a classical machine. For 
example, quantum algorithms solve classically hard 
problems like: factorization   [3], unsorted database 
search   [4], and simulation of quantum mechanical 
systems   [5]. For example, in quantum cryptography, the 
non-cloning property of quantum states   [6] and the 
phenomenon of entanglement   [7] have been utilized to 
help in the exchange of secret keys between various 
parties, thus ensuring the security of cryptosystems using 
public key   [8]. MagiQ Technologies   [9] and 
IdQuantique   [10] have built such cryptographic systems 
based on the single-photon communication. 

A quantum algorithm needs a quantum circuit for a 
successful implementation. In a large picture view, the 

                                                            
 

quantum circuit design flow consists of two main tasks: 
synthesis and physical design. Optimization techniques 
might be useful to improve results of two main parts of 
quantum circuit design flow. In the recent works, 
techniques for physical synthesis   [11],  [12] were 
proposed to improve the objectives by manipulating 
layout or netlist locally considering layout information. In 
addition, an optimization technique   [13] was proposed for 
the optimization of quantum circuits in the physical 
design stage. Following the optimization concept, in this 
paper a new optimization approach is proposed to 
improve the latency of quantum circuits. The proposed 
technique takes an initial netlist and a layout, and tries to 
merge and exchange gate locations. The goal of the 
optimization technique is to reach a circuit with a lower 
latency. Ion trap technology   [14] is used as the 
underlying technology. Ion trap technology has been 
physically realized using universal elements for quantum 
computation with a clear scalable model   [15]. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: an 
overview of the prior work is presented in Section 2, 
followed by an introduction to the ion trap technology in 
Section 3. Section 4 includes the details of the proposed 
optimization approach. Section 5 shows the experimental 
results, and Section 6 concludes the paper. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Besides significant work done on optimization in the 
quantum synthesis stage   [16]-  [21], a number of studies 
have been done on optimization in the quantum physical 
design stage. 

Svore et al.   [22],  [23] suggested a design flow which 
takes a quantum program and generates its corresponding 
physical operations. The proposed design flow converts a 
high-level program into a low-level set of machine 
instructions scheduled on a fixed H-tree-based layout  [23]. 

In a similar manner, Balensiefer et al.   [24],  [25] 
proposed a design flow that starts with a quantum 
description in QCL1      [26] for generating a technology-

                                                            
1 . QCL (Quantum Computation Language) defined by B. Omer  [26] 
utilizes a syntax derived from C and provides a quantum simulator for 
code development and testing on a classical computing platform. 


